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Estimating the confidence interval of the regression coefficient  
of the blood sugar model through a multivariable linear spline 

with known variance 
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ABSTRACT 

Estimates from confidence intervals are more powerful than point estimates, because there 
are intervals for parameter values used to estimate populations. In relation to global 
conditions, involving issues such as type 2 diabetes mellitus, it is very difficult to make 
estimations limited to one point only. Therefore, in this article, we estimate confidence 
intervals in a truncated spline model for type 2 diabetes data. We use a non-parametric 
regression model through a multi-variable spline linear estimator. The use of the model 
results from the irregularity of the data, so it does not form a parametric pattern. 
Subsequently, we obtained the interval from beta parameter values for each predictor. Body 
mass index, HDL cholesterol, LDL cholesterol and triglycerides all have two regression 
coefficients at different intervals as the number of the found optimal knot points is one. This 
value is the interval for multivariable spline regression coefficients that can occur  
in a population of type 2 diabetes patients. 
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1. Introduction  

There are two commonly known regression coefficient estimates, namely point and 
interval estimation. Both are valid for all regression approaches, including 
nonparametric regression. Non-parametric regression is used when the assumption of 
the relationship between the predictor and the response is unknown, so we must 
estimate its function. Some estimators that have been developed include spline 
truncated (Aprilia, Islamiyati and Anisa, 2019), spline smoothing (Lestari, Budiantara 
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and Chamidah, 2019), spline penalized (Islamiyati, Fatmawati and Chamidah, 2019), 
local polynomial (Chamidah, Gusti, Tjahjono and Lestari, 2019), Kernel (Chamidah 
and Saifuddin, 2013), Fourier series (Mardianto, Tjahjono and Rifada, 2020), and 
Gaussian process (Saegusa, 2020) , and spline principal component analysis (Islamiyati, 
Kalondeng, Sunusi, Zakir and Amir, 2022). For this article, we use spline truncated to 
estimate multi-variable non-parametric regression functions. The flexibility of the 
estimator by involving the knot point causes easy visual interpretation. This has become 
one of the main advantages of spline truncated in real applications. In addition to the 
knot point, the spline also considers the optimal order, which works simultaneously in 
the estimation model. 

Confidence interval estimates are performed in cases of known or unknown 
variance. It depends on the available information related to population variance. We 
often find there is a case that was investigated by several researchers with different 
methods. These studies can provide information about the condition of the population 
variance. For example, diabetes data is a global disease that has been widely studied 
in various fields of study. Some studies consider the results of measurements of random 
blood sugar levels of patients using a penalized spline estimator of one smoothing 
parameter (Islamiyati, Fatmawati and Chamidah, 2020) and two smoothing parameters 
(Islamiyati, Sunusi, Kalondeng, Fatmawati and Chamidah, 2020). Also, some consider 
the patient's fasting blood sugar data (Islamiyati, Raupong and Anisa, 2019), the 
patient's calorie diet (Islamiyati, Fatmawati and Chamidah, 2020), and the detection of 
lifestyle of diabetic patients (Islamiyati, 2022). In the country of India, a Genome-Wide 
Association Scan study identified more than 65 common genetic variants associated 
with type 2 diabetes (Singh, 2015). In Indonesia, especially in Makassar City, blood 
sugar after meals has a variance based on the measurement results through weighted 
penalized spline (Islamiyati, Fatmawati and Chamidah, 2018). 

However, the studies still consider a single point estimate in the non-parametric 
regression approach. That can cause a large difference from the estimated value of the 
regression coefficients obtained for research at different locations and times. Some 
studies on estimating confidence intervals that provide wider tolerance values in non-
parametric regression coefficients, for example, a comparison of results of confidence 
interval estimates from spline smoothing with Bayesian (Wang and Wahba, 2003), 
estimation of confidence intervals with uniform distribution on non-parametric 
regression curves (David, Tom and Douglas, 2001) and the use of B spline estimators 
in polynomial spline (Mao and Zhao, 2003). Therefore, we reviewed the estimated 
confidence interval in diabetes data using a spline truncated. For application 
consideration, we use a linear spline on the dimensions of many predictor variables. 
The results of this article are expected to provide lower and upper limits of an interval 
of spline regression coefficient values from diabetes data. Diabetes data were obtained 
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from the Hasanuddin University Teaching Hospital in Makassar, Indonesia by taking 
factors in body mass index, HDL and LDL cholesterol, and triglycerides. 

Furthermore, the core content of this article discusses the theoretical form of the 
model and proceeds to the application of diabetes data using the linear spline. The knot 
point being tried is limited to the use of three knots with the optimal knot point 
selection method through Generalized Cross-Validation (GCV) values. Based on the 
theory that has been widely used by non-parametric regression that a regression model 
that provides a minimum GCV value means that the model is the optimal model used 
in interpreting data conditions. 

2.  Methodology 

2.1. Data source 

Data on patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus were obtained from the Hasanuddin 
University Teaching Hospital, Makassar, Indonesia. The data were recorded from the 
medical records of diabetic patients who were hospitalized from 2014-2018. We 
selected 84 people as samples in this study because they had complete media records 
according to the factors studied (Appendix 1). 

2.2. Multi-variable linear spline models in the non-parametric regression approach 

The non-parametric regression function that contains one response and several 
predictor variables is estimated with a linear spline so it is called a multi-variable linear 
spline model. Multi-variable non-parametric regression models can be stated as 
follows: 
  1 2, , ,i i i pi iy f t t t     (1) 

where iy  is the response in the i-samples, and  1 2, , ,i i pif t t t  is a function in the 

predictor 1 2, , , pt t t  and i  is an error in the i-samples.  

The function  1 2, , ,i i pif t t t  in equation (1) is estimated with a spline truncated 

estimator. Each function in each predictor can be stated as follows:  
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If equation (1) is expressed as a sum of the functions of each predictor, namely:  

      1 2i i i pi iy f t f t f t      ,  

then the multi-variable spline regression model can be stated as follows:  

  0 1 (1 )
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    (3) 

Equation (3) can be expressed in matrix form, namely: 
  y Tα ε   (4) 

where  1 2, , ,
T

ny y yy   is the response to 1,2, ,i n  ,  1 2, , , , pT 1 T T T  is 

a predictor matrix containing knots,  1 20 11 12 1 21 22 2 1 2, , , , , , , , , , , , ,
p

T

s s p p ps         α      

is regression coefficient of linear multi-variable spline, and  1 2, , ,
T

n  ε   is an error.   
As for 

               1 21 1 1 11 1 12 1 1 2 2 2 21 2 22 2 21,1, ,1 , , , , , , , , , , ,
T

s sk k k k k k        1 T t t t t T t t t t    

      1 2, , , , ,
pp p p p p p p psk k k   T t t t t  . 

Estimation of multi-variable spline regression parameter α  is obtained through the 
least square method by minimizing the sum of the squares of the error in equation (4). 
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Next, equation (5) is derived from the vector α  and the resulting derivation is 
equated to zero. 
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If equation (6) is equated to zero, then we get: 

   1
ˆ T T
α T T T y   (7) 

From equation (7), the estimation of the multi-variable spline regression model is 
as follows: 
 ˆˆ y Tα    
where α̂  according to equation (7). The Generalized Cross-Validation (GCV) formula 
for the model is obtained as follows: 
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2.3. Estimates of confidence intervals with variance are known 

We use the pivotal quantity approach (Toulis, 2017) in estimating the confidence 
interval for the multi-variable spline regression coefficient. First, we determine the 
expected value of α̂ , namely: 
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Second, we determine the variance of α̂ , namely:  
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Based on equations (9) and (10), the estimate of α̂  follows the normal distribution 
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Z  are 0 and 

1. The effect 2  is known to cause  1 2, , ,
hhu nZ t t t  to be the pivotal quantity for 

parameter  , so the confidence interval can be stated as follows: 

   1 2, , , 1
hhu nP a Z t t t b     , (11) 

where a  and b  are real number elements, a b . 
Equation (11) can also be stated as: 
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Equation (12) can be worked on to become:  

 2ˆ
h hhu hu hha d     dan 2ˆ

h hhu hu hhb d    . (13) 

Based on equation (13), the confidence interval for the multi-variable linear spline 
regression parameters is: 

 2 2ˆ ˆ 1
h h hhu hh hu hu hhP b d a d            
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Furthermore, the shortest confidence interval is obtained from conditional 

optimization by the Lagrange method, namely     2

, ,
min , min hha b R a b R

a b b a d
 

   with 

the constraint function      1 0g b g a     , where g is the cumulative probability 

distribution  0,1N . Furthermore, the Lagrange function can be expressed as: 

           2, , 1hhF a b b a d g b g a           (14) 

where   is the Lagrange constant. From the results of the partial derivative of the 
parameter , ,a b  , we get a b  , which satisfies the equation. If it is substituted into 
equation (14), then it is obtained: 

  2 2ˆ ˆ 1
h h hhu hh hu hu hhP b d b d            (15) 

For /2b Z , equation (15) can also be stated as: 

 2 2
/2 /2ˆ ˆ 1

h h hhu hh hu hu hhP Z d Z d            , where   is the level of 

significance used in research that researchers usually use 0.05. 

3. Analysis and discussion 

Blood sugar data of type 2 DM patients were analysed using non-parametric 
regression, in this case, multi-variable linear spline regression. This is because changes 
in a person's blood sugar can change very quickly and do not follow a certain trend. The 
condition is also shown in Figure 1 through scatter plots between fasting blood sugar 
factor (y) with body mass index/BMI (t1), high-density lipoprotein/HDL cholesterol 
(t2), low-density lipoprotein/LDL cholesterol (t3), and triglycerides/TG (t4). Based on 
Figure 1, we can see a data plot that does not follow a certain parametric pattern, for 
example linear, quadratic, cubic, and others. Therefore, we analysed this data using 
a non-parametric multi-variable linear spline regression approach.  
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Figure 1. Scatter plot between blood sugar with body mass index, HDL cholesterol, LDL 
cholesterol, and triglycerides factors 

Spline regression is related to the optimal knot point and the number of knots, so we 
need to find the values of these parameters through the minimum GCV value. Here, we 
show a comparison of GCV values from the use of 1, 2, and 3-knot points as in Table 1. 

Table 1. GCV values at 1, 2, 3 knots 

Number of knots 1 2 3 

GCV value 10,552.75 11,033.11 10,568.35 

 
Based on Table 1, we can see that the number of knot points that give the minimum 

GCV value in the multi-variable linear spline model is one knot. Therefore, the blood 
sugar data of type 2 DM patients were modelled with a linear spline multi-variable 
approach through one knot on all the predictor variables involved. Next, we obtain 
a multi-variable linear spline regression model as follows: 
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Figure 2. Estimation of multi-variable linear spline regression models with 1-knot point 

The regression curve according to the model is shown in Figure 2. The optimal 
number of knot points is obtained at one knot for each predictor. The relationship of 
fasting blood glucose with Body Mass Index (BMI) is optimal at the knot point of 
28.76 kg/m. These results indicate that there are two patterns of changes in fasting 
blood glucose based on that factor. We can see that it increases when the BMI is below 
the knot point, but after that, it decreases. This means that the increase based on BMI 
is in the pre-obesity stage. Excessive accumulation of fat in the body can cause insulin 
resistance which affects blood glucose levels. For variable t2, the optimal HDL 
cholesterol at the one-knot point is 35 mg/dL. This shows that when HDL cholesterol 
reaches the point of knot, there is the accumulation of fat in certain organs. The incident 
triggers an increase in fasting blood glucose which can cause atherosclerosis or 
narrowing of the blood vessels and heart. Furthermore, fasting blood glucose has 
decreased slowly, which indicates an attempt to decrease after HDL increases. This 
certainly shows a positive trend from patients in controlling their blood sugar. 

For variable t3, the optimal LDL cholesterol at the one-knot point is 145 mg/dL. 
The pattern that is formed is that fasting blood glucose decreases slowly until LDL 
reaches that point. This means that diabetes patients keep their fasting blood glucose to 
prevent other diseases. In the next pattern, we see that fasting blood sugar levels 
increase very sharply when LDL cholesterol is more than the knot point. These results 
indicate the need to evaluate the patient's efforts to lower blood sugar when LDL is high. 
Furthermore, the optimal model for the variable t4, namely triglycerides, is obtained at 
the knot point 167 mg/dL. These results indicate fasting blood glucose increases when 
the triglycerides are below the knot point, and after that, it decreases slowly. This means 
that for high triglycerides, there are patients' efforts to keep their blood sugar from 
rising. 
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Table 2. Estimated confidence intervals from spline regression coefficients for blood 
sugar data for type 2 DM patients at a confidence level of 95% 

 Variable Parameter 
Estimation of 

Parameter 
Lower limit Upper limit 

  𝛽  -76.58 -375.79  222.62   

t1   𝛽  6.95 -1.67 15.57 

t1   𝛽  -12.60 -34.70 9.50 

t2   𝛽  3.91 -1.54 9.36  

t2   𝛽  -4.27 -11.22  2.68  

t3   𝛽  -0.38 -1.39 0.62  

t3   𝛽  1.47 -0.26 3.20  

t4   𝛽  0.36 -0.44 1.16  

t4   𝛽  -0.59 -1.64 0.47 

 
Point estimation results that have been obtained, proceed to the estimation of the 

confidence interval so that estimation results can be more accurate to explain the 
condition of the population. However, we first test the residual assumptions, especially 
the normal distribution. The normality assumption test is based on the Kolmogorov 
Smirnov test (Steinskog, Tjostheim and Kvamsto, 2007). We get the p-value, 

0.06 0.05p    , which means the residual is normally distributed. Point 
estimation results from the best multi-variable spline model for fasting blood glucose 
at the Hasanuddin University Teaching Hospital were used to construct confidence 
intervals for regression parameters. The results of the estimated upper and lower limit 
obtained are in Table 2. The table shows the model regression coefficient interval that 
contains a lower limit and an upper limit. These interval values provide an overview of 
the condition of the diabetic patient population, especially for the patient's blood sugar 
model based on body mass index, HDL cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and triglycerides. 

4. Conclusions 

The estimation results of the regression coefficient interval of the multi-variable 
spline model provide interval values from the lower limit to the upper limit at the 95% 
confidence level. Confidence intervals represent the possible values in a diabetic patient 
population related to fasting blood glucose, BMI, LDL cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, 
and triglycerides. For type 2 diabetes, the confidence interval of the regression 
coefficient in Table 2 can be used as reference material for further research. The 
influence of these four factors of changes in blood sugar is shown by the pattern of 
changes in each regression curve obtained from a multi-variable simultaneous model. 
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Body mass index, cholesterol, and triglyceride factors can all cause an increase in blood 
sugar due to the accumulation of fat and cholesterol. We can pay attention to the results 
of the analysis, which show not an upward trend that occurs in the regression curve, 
but there are variations in the pattern that occurs. Segmentation of pattern changes can 
be demonstrated by multi-variable spline due to the presence of optimal knot 
parameters obtained from the minimum GCV value. The up and down patterns that 
occur in one regression curve indicate that many factors do indeed affect blood sugar 
in DM type 2 patients. Therefore, we suggest that further research adds a higher 
dimension to the variable by taking into account assumptions that can be violated for 
the data dimensions the big one. 
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APPENDIX 

Data on patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus at the Hasanuddin University Teaching Hospital, 
Makassar, Indonesia, 2014-2018. 

Patient 
Number 

Blood Sugar BMI HDL LDL Triglycerides 

1 230 18.26 41 146 151 
2 414 23.11 35 191 165 
3 212 20 48 136 182 
4 229 28.89 38 162 118 
5 212 26.67 22 138 106 
6 352 26.67 32 170 100 
7 137 22.22 45 135 88 
8 150 24.44 79.8 112 391 
9 132 22.22 32 99 197 

10 420 19.11 64 169 166 
11 135 31.11 21 147 128 
12 368 20 56 118 143 
13 154 26.67 28 111 113 
14 225 35.11 29 174 247 
15 356 26.67 26 102 172 
16 132 21.33 34 154 207 
17 184 26.40 52 103 81 
18 157 23.80 38 207 203 
19 251 38.95 40 151 198 
20 324 21.35 47 308 294 
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ 

83 109 32.97 23 165 126 
84 336 34 54 112 145 

Data sharing information statement. 

This study does not involve direct human interaction. Data were collected from patient 
medical records with the approval of hospital management. For the purposes of developing 
this study, the authors may share data through personal contacts. 


